Looking for flexibility
Through the Northern Victorian Grain & Graze 2 program, BCG, with support from Mallee Catchment Management Authority
(MCMA), ran a livestock health, nutrition and stock containment areas forum at Donald in June 2011. The forum aimed to
increase farmers’ knowledge and skills in livestock management, nutrition, animal health, marketing and logistics, with a
particular focus on the strategic use of stock containment management practices which can help prevent soil health degradation.
Paul Oxbrow, who farms at Rupanyup South with his wife Kellie and parents Graeme and Barb, attended the forum and was
one of four farmers who successfully applied for a grant to receive one-on-one support from a livestock industry specialist to
increase his skills in productive and profitable stock containment.

Location: Rupanyup South
Livestock enterprise: 300 first cross lambs
Cropping mix: Cereals, canola, pulses
and a small amount of vetch hay
Mean annual rainfall: 350mm (approximate)
Soil: Black self-mulching clay
As a dedicated no-till farmer, Paul Oxbrow
was interested in exploring options to expand
a prime lamb enterprise on his farm without
compromising his cropping system.
With stubble retention a priority, and concerns
about sheep contributing to soil compaction
and weed spread, Paul said he chose not to
graze stubble paddocks, with the exception
being bean stubble.
“We have taken the no-till path with our
cropping and we like to leave our stubble
standing,” he said.
“But if we had a dedicated area for sheep (a
stock containment area) we could value-add
by feeding them our off-spec and seconds
grain. The hay enterprise would also
compliment a containment area.

“It (a larger sheep enterprise) would add a bit

our worker and I think if we had some stock,

more variety to the farm.”

we could possibly attract a better skilled

Paul said he was also considering increasing
his sheep enterprise as a means to attract,
retain and make better use of farm labour.
“It could help with our labour management,”
he said.

employee to work full-time.”

Key learning
In the past few years Paul and his father
Graeme have had a “punt on a few sheep”,
grazing them on bean stubble before “topping

“In the ‘so called’ quiet times we could make

up the tail” in a fenced timbered area on the

better use of an employee. We recently lost

farm with pulses and grains.

“But they weren’t doing as well as we
expected,” Paul said.
After the Donald livestock forum Paul said he
had a better understanding of the nutritive
requirements of his stock.
“Straight away I realised we weren’t feeding
our lambs enough,” he said.
“We were just feeding them what we had on
hand, and sparingly.”
“It was working, but taking a while. After the
forum I upped the ante in quality and quantity
and they went ahead in leaps and bounds.”
At the Donald forum Paul applied to take part
in the mentoring program being offered and
later he received a site visit from industry
specialist, Hamish Dickson, who provided

Stock feeder currently being used on the Oxbrow farm.

Next steps

more specific information about how to

A site at the main farm has been earmarked

effectively use a stock containment area.

as the best location for a new stock

“We looked at four potential sites and I got
good feedback that has given me somewhere
to start,” Paul said.
“I also received information on the number
and types of feeders I’d need and some ideas
on how to set up feed systems.”

containment area. It features a suitable slope
for drainage, is close to feed resources and
provides easy access to yards. Being at the
main farm will also help to ensure stock can

A PVC pipe can be adapted to use as a water

be monitored daily.

trough. Photo courtesy Productive Nutrition.

To ensure stock have access to fresh and
clean water, a range of trough designs are

“Hamish explained that feeders don’t

being considered including one made of PVC

necessarily need to be expensive, but

pipes that would maximise accessibility and

increasing feed availability reduces the risk of

can be easily cleaned.

shy feeders.”

Paul said he would also endeavor to test feed

Importantly, Paul said the one-on-one support

to determine its nutritive value. This would

has also given him the confidence to more

help him formulate a ration mix designed to

effectively sell the idea of establishing a stock

more efficiently meet growth-weight targets.

containment area to the less enthusiastic
partners in the farm business.
“We have kept some unsalable lentils and
if we can see lambs getting fat on them it
makes you feel better,” Paul said.

With a busy harvest period now behind
him, Paul is looking at implementing the
suggestions made by Hamish.
“I now have a clear picture of what I’d like to

Find out more
For further information about the Northern
Victoria Grain & Graze 2 program,
including opportunities to get involved, contact:
BCG
Phone (03) 5492 2787, www.bcg.org.au
Grain & Graze 2
www.northernvictoria.grainandgraze2.com.au
For further information on stock containment
management and soil health contact Mallee
Catchment Management Authority at:
www.malleecma.vic.gov.au

do, how to manage the stock and a good idea
of how to go about it,” he said.
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